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ABSTRACT

This report covers an investigation of three cargo restraint concepts:
(1) an extensible-net-type restraint (such as a nylon net) secured
directly to the airframe, (2) the same extensible net attached to load
limiters (attenuators), and (3) an inextensible-net-type restraint (such
as a steel net) attached to load limiters. Each concept was investigated
analytically using computer simulation to determine the dynamic per-
formance of the system under the action of crash acceleration pulses.
Drop tests were also conducted to verify analyses.

General comparisons were made to obtain the advantages and short-
comings of each straint concept as well as the influence of controllable
paraxneters.

A substudy of the nature of the probable crash induced acceleration
pulse was also undertaken. This led to a proposed standard pulse for

cargo restraint design purposes.
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SUMMARY

This report presents the findings of an investigation of several cargo
restraint system concepts that appear to be potentially useful in a
practical integrated cargo restraint system for cargo transport air-
craft. The cargo aircraft considered are the U. S. Army Caribou,
a fixed-wing aircraft, and the U. S. Army CH-47A Chinook, a rotary-
wing aircraft. A primary criterion was assumed to be the system
strength-to-weight ratio; however, other criteria such as simplicity

and control of cargo displacement were given consideration. I
A preliminary study of the crash induced acceleration pulse that drives
a cargo system was first undertaken as fundamental to any analysis of
cargo restraint concepts. A survey of available acceleration-time
data for aircraft crashes, together with a computer simulation of the
gross features of crash dynamics, were employed to arrive at a suit-
able acceleration pulse for cargo restraint design for the Caribou. The
input pulse for the Chinook was assumed to follow the pattern establish-
ed through controlled crash tests of other helicopters conducted by
AvSER.

For the fixed-wing Caribou, three cargo restraint concepts were
explored: an extensible-net-type restraint (such as a nylon net)
secured to the airframe, an extensible net together with "load limiters"
(attenuators), and an inextensible-net-type restraint (such as a steel
mesh net) with load limiters. These concepts were investigated
analytically, using computer simulation, and experimentally, by means
of drop tests, to determine the dynamic response to a standard input
acceleration pulse. The behavior characteristics such Ss relative
displacement, load-limiter stroke, and dynamic overshoot were ob-
tained for each concept under various values of the controllable parain-
eters. The performance of each concept was determined and com-
parisons made. The investigation revealed that all three concepts
contain both advantageous features as well as attendant shortcomings.
A preliminary comparison has indicated that the load limited
inextensible-net concept contains an advantage in both the system
weight requirement and the cargo displacement controL However, as
tests were conducted under simulated conditions and with improvised
hardware, all three concepts would warrant further development and
testing.
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Ii
The helicopter cargo restraint problem was analyzed broadly, and
general observations were made. Further tests were indicated in
order to obtain more definitive conclusions. Subsequently, a recent
test crash of a CH-21 helicopter demonstrated that the current re-
straint criteria specified in the operation manual for the CH-47
Chinook helicopter could be reduced to those minimums called for
in AR 705-35 if load limiters are used in the forward direction
(see below).

CH-47 Operations Manual AR Minimums

Forward 8 G's 4 G's

Aft 4 G's 2 G's

Lateral 4 G's 1.5 Gts

Vertical 4 G's 2 G's

A
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CONCLUSIONS

It is concluded that:

I. A simple symmetric triangular shaped acceleration-time pulse
is found to be suitable for the design of cargo restraint systems

for the Caribou aircraft.

2. An extensible-net-type restraint secured to the airframe ur cargo
floor would experience dynamic overshoot with attendant high re-
quirement for system strength.

3. An extensible-net-type restraint with load limiters would exper-
ience relatively large cargo displacements, inclusive of both
net deformation and load limiter stroke.

4. An inextensible-net-type restraint with load limiters would hold
cargo to smaller displacement but would require use of materials
of lower strength-to-weight ratio.

5. A trade-off exists between restraint system weight and cargo
displacement. This trade-off may be accomplished by varying
controllable parameters for each concept. However, the
inextensible-net-type restraint with load limiters is found to be
most effective for controlling cargo displacement and minimizing
weight.

6. A. survey of helicopter crash data indicated that a relatively
smaller longitudinal impulse occurs than for fixed-wing aircraft.
Also, helicopter crash data revealed that large normal accel-
erations occur during the primary longitudinal pulse, suggesting
the possibility of considerable assiselance from friction for cargo
restraint. In the absence of specific tests, however, it is not
certain that friction and flight load tiedown would alone be sufficient
for cargo restraint during a crash. /I

7. Load limiter application to helicopter cargo restraknt appears to
provide a lightweight practical solution.

3



RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that:

I. A cargo restraint system for fixed-wing cargo aircraft ke re-
quired to withstand a floor acceleration pulse of triangular
shape* such as that indicated in Figure 9 of this report.

2. The restraint concept of cargo rigidly secured to airframe be
avoided for large mass cargo because the dynamic response to
the higher frequency oscillations may result in system failure.

3. An engineering design effort be directed toward the practical
-4.. development of the other restraint concepts investigated with

the objective of achieving integrated restraint systems suitable
for various classes of cargo.

4. Tests be conducted on full-scale restraint systems to verify
strength and displacement performance.

5. A test program be undertaken to determine minimum require-

ments for helicopter cargo restraint; specifically, to determine
whether flight load tiedown restraint, together with floor
friction, is sufficient to restrain cargo during a survivable
crash; and if not, the required level for load limiters to be used
with helicopter cargo.

?I

gI

* For the rigidly secured cargo application only, the higher frequency
oscillations should be superimpc;ede upon the basic triangular pulse.

4
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INTRODUCTION

Unrestrained cargo or cargo that has torn loose from its restraints
presents a threat to crew survival during an aircraft crash. Injury
may result either from a direct blow dealt by flying cargo or by a
secondary missile set in motion by cargo impact. Regardless of the
nature of the hazard, the task of achieving a crashworthy cargo
restraint assumes significance for crew safety.

This report is designed to summarize the findings of an investigation
of several concepts of cargo restraint that appear to have potential
value in a practical integrated restraint system aboard the U. S. Army
Caribou aircraft and the U. S. Army Chinook aircraft. While the

objective of cargo restraint of minimum weight has been assumed as
the prime criterion, consideration has also been given to the practical
requirements of simplicity, space limitations, and cargo displacement. I
The scope of the investigation has been limited to crash safety require-
ments for missions involving only cargo transportation, not the mixed
passenger-cargo mission. In view of this limited concern for crew
safety, only accidents involving large longitudinal acceleration were of
interest. The restraint system (or barrier) was considered to be
subjected to large longitudinal forces. Lateral restraint of cargo was
not considered to be pertinent to crew safety.

A study of the probable longitudinal pulse shape and intensity for which
cargo restraint must be designed has been included as fundamental to
the investigation. This study, however, has been restricted to those
crashes deemed to be within survivability limits: Accident investigation
experience would indicate that Caribou accidents need only be considered
up to an impact angle of approximately 30 degrees; larger angles for
cargo transports would likely fall into the nonsurvivable range (produc-
ing excessive cockpit collapse).

The cargo restraint problem for the fixed-wing aircraft differs appre-
ciably from that for the helicopter. The two have thus been treated
separately in the investigation and are dealt with separately in this re-
port.

It may be noted that the fixed-wing cargo problem presents greater
physical difficulties and hence has constituted the principle effort in
the investigation. This is reflected in the present report which deals
largely with fixed-wing aircraft cargo. Some observations and analyses,
nevertheless, have been made on the helicopter cargo problerh with a
recommendation for further experimentation in this area,

5



CRASH ACCELERATION PULSE

A survey of available acceleration-time data for aircraft crashes
(supplemented by elementary dynamic analysis) was used to define

probable bounds on the crash pulse shape, intensity, and duration for
survivable Caribou accidents.

A potentially survivable accident is underittood to be one in which the

basic aircraft structure provides a protective "shell" around the
occupants (in this case, the crew) and in which deceleration levels do
not exceed physiological limits of survivability. Within the scope of

the definition, there remain several threats to survivability:

1. Personnel tiedown chain failure.
2. Lethal environment (including the lethal "missile").
3. Postcrash hazard.

Work is in progress within each of these significant areas in an effort
to develop the greatest likelihood of survival in a potentially survivable
accident.

In this study, attention is focused upon the specific threat of the lethal
missile in the form of dislodged cargo. As noted earlier in this re-
port, the longitudinal acceleration component is the significant com-

ponent governing the "cargo missile" threat to the crew. Hence, only
longitudinal accelerations have been investigated when considering the

Caribou. Displayed in Figure.. 1 through 8 are several typical longi-
tudinal acceleration-time plots for aircraft subjected to controlled
crash conditions. A study of references noted on each plot indicates

that these controlled crashes fall generally into the survivable range
as defined earlier and, hence, represent a reasonable basis for a
design criterion. Although specific crash data on the Caribou aircraft

(CV-2A, CV-ZB, and CV-7A) are lacking, the curves shown are con-
sidered typical of what might be expected for the Caribou. (The higher

frequency oscillations have been omitted for the sake of clarity in all
but Figure 8.)

6
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It may be observed that during the primary impact, the crash pulse is
essentially triangular or sinusoidal in shape for each of the above
crashes. The "buildup" in deceleration would result from an increased
resistance in the longitudinal direction as the aircraft penetrates the
soil and as the "structure-collapse-front" moves aft to larger cross-
sectional areas. The "'falloff"' in deceleration can be attributed to the
reduced resistance to collapse in post-buckling behavior; additionally,

the reduced soil reaction during the Ppring-back phase, together with
a rotation of the longitudinal axis of the aircraft, would contribute to
the "falloff". (This becomes apparent in a study of the results of the
computer crash pulse simulation discussed later in the report). Con-
sequently, a triangular-shaped pulse is assumed as reasonable for a
design pulse. (The effect of pulse shape changes upon restraint system
performance is considered later in this report.) I
The pulse durations for the crashes surveyed range from a nominal .2
second to approximately . 35 second. It should be noted that this
parameter would depend largely upon the soil conditions, impact
velocity, and impact angle. The softer soils and smaller impact angles
would lead to longer pulse duration for a given velocity. A conservative
design pulse criterion would be based upon the shortest duration, that
is, the steepest impact angle and hardest soil consistent with the limits
of survivability.

The maximum intensity of acceleraion during the crash pulse is found
to vary considerably; however, it is observed to be related to the im-
pact velocity and pulse duration. The area under the acceleration- *
time curve should approximately equal the net velocity change during
the impact. To the extent that rotation of the longitudinal axis occurs
during the impact, however, the area under the acceleration-time
curve is found to be less than the observed velocity change. This
phenomenon is noted in the displayed curves.

A further feature of actual acceleratior-time curves is the presence of
higher frequency oscillations superimposed upon the basic pulse. This-
is shown in acceleration-time plot for the C-82, Figure 8, in which the
high frequency oscillations were not omitted. It is demonstrated later
in this report that these short duration disturbances (including isolated
"spikes") have a minor effect upon the performance of a practical
cargo restraint system.

A computer simulation of the gross features of crash dynamics is dis.
cussed in detail in Appendix I. Such a simulator accepts stiffness con-
stants as input for an assumed nonlinear function for normal ground

9



reaction force in terms of the irterference between the aircraft contour
and the ground surface. This force would actually depend upon both
the crush strength of the airframe and the resistance modulus of the
soil; however, for gross behavior the stiffness constants selected

Streat soil and structure stiffness inseparably. Also included as input
are the impact velocity, the impact angle, the aircraft mass and con-

tour, and a "coefficient of plowing" (an equivalent coefficient of
friction). By varying the input parameters within plausible bounds an
array of acceleration-time curves for the Caribou has resulted.
(See Figures 1OA and lOB.)

It is noted that for the various input values selected, the resulting
acceleration-time curves agree in essential features with tk, accelera-
tion-time curves recorded for the actual c rash tests. Consequently,
the computer simulated pulses, together with the experimental data,
appear to form a valid basis for a design pulse or pulses.

In view of the unpredictable nature of accident parameters, a pulse of
maximum intensity is suggested as an operating expedient for design

f purposes. While this is admittedly more severe than the crash pulses
likely to be experienced in most survivable Caribou accidents, in the
absence of actual test data for the specific aircraft, a conservative
design pulse appears justified. Thus, the selected design pulse is as
illustrated in Figure 9.

10
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CARGO RESTRAINT CONCEPTS

Several design concepts for retaining cargo during a crash situation
have been explored in this investigation. These may be described in
general terms as follows: (1) direct restraint by rigidly securing the
cargo to basic airframe or cargo floor, (2) an extensible-net-type
restraint (nylon net, for example) secured to airframe or cargo floor,
(3) an extensible net with attachment to airframe through load limiters
(energy absorbers). and (4) an inextensible net or harrier (such as a
steel mesh net) attached to airframe through load limiters. Each of
these concepts h"-s advantageous features as well as attendant short-
comings as will be made evident in further discussion. The following
sections contain the detailed discussions for each of the cargo restraint
concepts.

RIGID RESTRAINT

A cargo rigidly secured to the airframe would experience the same
kinematics as do the points of attachment. Consequently, the restraint
strength must at least be sufficient to accommodate the maximum
acceleration experienced by the aircraft. Moreover, as true rigidity

can never be achieved since some elastic behavior must always be
present, the "rigid" restraint system actually constitutes a spring-
mass system of large spring constant. As such, it may be responsive
to the high frequency oscillations observed to be present in the input
acceleration pulse. Due to the unpredictable nature of these high
frequency inputs, a sizeable factor-of-safety must be placed upon a
rigid restraint design. Otherwise, failure could readily occur at a
weak link in the tiedown chain. It is not suggested here that the rigid
tiedown concept be avoided in all circumstances, but rather that it
does not appear to be practical for securing the larger masses.

EXTENSIBLE NET SECURED TO AIRFRAME

An extensible net secured to the airframe will experience the pheno-
menon of dynamic overshoot. A time lag occurs (by virtue of the
extensibility of the net) between the aircraft deceleration and the cargo
deceleration. Consequently, to produce the same total velocity change
during impact for cargo and aircraft, the cargo must undergo a greater
deceleration in the final stages. This is demonstrated clearly in both
the drop tests and the computer simulation of this restraint concept.

12



Reference is made to Appendix II in which the drop test setup is de-
scribed in detail and to Appendix I in which the computer simulator
for restraint system behavior is discussed.

The extencible net has as desirable features (1) simplicity, a minimum
of attendant hardware, (2) relatively high static strength-to-weight
ratio, and (3) ability to adapt to various sizes and shapes of cargo.
Also present are inherent disadvantages: (1) a high-strength require-
ment to accommodate dynamic overshoot, and (2) possible large cargo
displacement arising from extensibility and dynamic overshoot.

The behavior of a cargo net of extensible type (secured to airframe) is
demonstrated by drop test sequence photographs shown in Figure 12
(Test 11). The measured accelerations of both cage (representing
aircraft) and cargo, as well as other significant test data, are shown
in- Figure 11I

Extensible Net Drop Test (No. 11) Maximum cage

Drop Height - 6 ft. fre* fall acceleration - 21.5G

Total cargo relative Naxim cqW
displacement - 9 in. acceleration - 25.6G

Stopping distance Dyne overs
of cage - 6 in. factor - 1.19

-30 -

Cargo
Acceleration.

C' Cge j

Acceleration '-Net

-20- Rupturef

-

-

.01 .02 .03 .04 .06 .07 .08 .09

TIME (SEC.)

Figure 11. Drop Test 11 Data.
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Free Fall Cage Contacts Honeycomb

Time: 0

44.4Z

Cargo Relative Motion Commences Cage Motion Stops
I ime: 0O1lsec. T-..-e: .043 sec.
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Of interest is - computer simulation of this d.-op test. The measured
cage acceleration was employed as the input pulse for the computer.
The comparative results are:

Computer Simulator Drop Test
Results Results

Cage stopping distance 5. 96 in. o in.

Max. cargo acceleration -38.8 G -25.6 G
(at rupture)

Max. cargo relative
displacement 8. 10 in. R in.

As the computer simulator does not provide for a cargo net failure, the
computer value of maximum cargo acceleration exceeds the acceleration
measured in the drop tests, the latter naturally limited by the net
rupture. The cargo relative displacement of the simulator should then
also be expected to exceed the corresponding test displacement (fur the
same reatron); however, a compensating test feature negated this.
Some slip occurred at the ny'on net connection to the frame, thus
exaggerating test dtsplacements, The simulator and test do agree,
however, in the essential cage and cargo behavior.

We conclude that in order to avoid net failure in this test, the net
strength would have had to accommodate 39G's and the attendant cargo
displacement would have been 8. 10 inches.

In the practical Caribou application, a cargo net might be employed in
any of several arrangements. It was not considered within the scope
of this investigation to explore all such arrangements, but rather to
select a representative net arrangenent for analysis, For this purpose,
a net spanning the cross section of the fuselage is taken with a S665-
pound utility truck as a representative cargo to be restrained. Input
data associated with this system wa:, employed for computer simulation
leading to results discussed in the iMlowing paragraphs.

* Plots of cargo net stiffness versus cargo displacement and dynamic
evershoot factor versus net stiffness shown in Figure 13 were obtained
from computer simulation using various strength nylon nets (and hence
various stiffness nylon nets) subjected to the standard cargo mass under
a standard input pulbe. (The standard pulse selected is int.nded to serve
ar a basis for comparison, not as a design criterion.)

13
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It is seen that the total displacement of the cargo may be reduced by
increasing net stiffness, but at considerable expense in net stiffness
(and consequent weight) for small improvements in cargo displacement.

Also the dynamic overshoot factors are quite large, ranging from 2. 2
to 2.4.

EXTENSIBLE NET WITH LOAD LIMITERS

If an extensible net is secured to the airframe in such a manner that the
decelerative forces are transmitted through loace limiters, then the
maximum acceleration the cargo may experience is determined by the
loiid limiter slip force. A load limiter is understood to mean a device

capable of preventing relative displacement for transmitted forces be-
low a specified level (slip force) and allowing displacement at this
force level (thus preventing the transmitted force from exceeding the
sip force). Consequently, for a given mass attached to a load limiter,
the load limiter may be considered an acceleration limiter. In the

ensuinig discussion, load limiter settings will be specified at G levels
for the cargo acceleration. With load limiters used, the phenomenon
of dynamic overshoot does not occur.

The advantages of a load limited extensible-net arrangement are:
(1) no large forces fzorn dynamic overshoot, hence lighter tiedown
hardware and net, and (2) adaptabiiity to many sizes and weights of
cargo. The associated shortcomings appear to be (1) increased cargo
displacement relative to the aircraft and (2) need for additional hard-
ware, the load limiter devices.

The behavior of a load limited extensible-net-type restraint system is

illustrated in drop test No. 10. Sequence photographs and pertinent
data are shown in Figures 14 and 15. A computer simulation of this
drop test, employing the cage accelerometer data for pulse input, yields

the iollowing results:

Computer Simulated Drop Test

Results Results

Cage stopping distance 5. 8Z in. 6 in.
Total relative displacement 15.4 in. 15 in.

of cargo
Stroke of load liwiters 10. 5 in. 7 in.
Cargo acceleration -8 G ,,20. ZG (max)

- 8 G (mean)

17
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The disparity between test data and simulator data results from two
inherent shortcomings in the test procedure. The intermediate sliding
frame (to which the net was attached) has a significant mass, permitting
an oscillation of cargo relative to the sliding frame (not simulated in
the computer program). Thus, the test cargo experienced additional
accelerations beyond the loa.1 limiter setting. Also the means of attach-
ing the nylon net to the frame permitted a moderate slippage at the
attachments. The consequent effect was to increase cargo deflection
relative to sliding frame at the expense of load limiter stroke for the

drop tests. The resulting total deflection, however, appears to be1
about the same as that predicted by the computer.

In the application of the load limited extensible net concept to the Caribou
cargo retention system, a representative system for purpose of analysis,
a net spanning the fuselage cross section retaining a 2665-pound utility
truck is taken, with the net attached to the airframe through load limiters.
The strength of the net in all cases is assumed to be 1. Z times that re-
quired to actuate the load limiters (1. Z taken as a factor of safety).

A plot of load-limiter levels versus total cargo displacement was ob-
tained from computer simulation using the appropriate strength nylon
net for each load-limiter level.

Tt may be observed that cargo displacement is a sensitive function of
load limiter level. A modest increase in load limiter level significantly
reduces cargo displacement. It should be noted, however, that with
increased load limiter level, greater net strength and attendant hard-
ware strength are required. An optimum load limiter level exists
between either extreme.

INEXTENSIBLE NET (OR LINKAGE) WITH LOAD LIMITERS

An inextensible-net load-limiter restraint system is understood to in-
clude a restraint linkage (such as steel net, chain, membrane, or rigid
pallet) in which any deformation in the linkage produces negligible cargo
displacement; hence, all displacement occurs at the load limiters
through which the restraint forces are transmitted.

As with the extensible load-limiter concept, again dynamic overshoot
is not involved; the maximum cargo acceleration is determined simply
by the load-limiter level.
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Drop Tests 13 and 14 served to demonstrate the behavior of the load
limited inextensible-net concept. In test 13, the load limiter level was
set at a low value of approximately 5G and a steel foil membrane
(.002-inch-thick) was employed as the cargo net. The experimental
results are shown in Figures 17 and 18.

The test simulated on the computer agrees in essential features with

the drop test experiment.

Computer Simulator Drop Test
Results Results

Load-limiter stroke 16. 17 in. 12 in. (stopped
by protective
paper honeycomb)

Max. floor displacement 5.50 in. 6 in.

Cargo acceleration -5G -5G (mean value)

Drop test 14 employed stainless steel wire as a restraint net and load
limiters set at approximately 8G. Test results are shown in Figures
19 and 20.

The computer simulation of drop test 14 agrees substantially with
experimental results.

Computer Simulator Drop Test
Results Results

Stroke 11.13 in. 9.65 (average)

Max. floor displacement 5. 43 in. 6 in.

Cargo acceleration -8G -8G(approx. mean)
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Time: 0.~

Load Limiters Straleing Cage Stops
Time: .014 sec. Time: .031 sec.

T-, jg§

Cargo Stops
Time.- .130 sec.

Figure 17. Test 13 Sequence Photos.
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FreeFallContact
Free 7a11Time: 0

Load Lim-iters Commence Stroking Time: .016 sec.
Time: .006 sec.

Cage Stops Cargo Stops
Time: .025 sec. Time: .113 sec.

Figure 19. Test 14 Sequence Photos.
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An additional experimental test of the inextensible iirikaov. wIo- 1id
limiters is provided in the cargo experiment aboard the AvSEP, C -45
crash tIest (T-15). (See Figure 21). Load limiters were seL for 15G
and the aircraft crash pulse as measured by a strUCture-molti t ed
accelerometer was as shown in Figure 22. Also showni are piots of
load cells placed in series with the load limiters.

CARGOAFT

Figure 21. Cargo Experiment Aboard C-45.
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The inextensible linkage load-limiter concept applied to the Caribou
has been simulated on the computer for several settings of load limiter
with the following results. A plot of load-limiter level versus cargo
displacement appears in Figure 23. As with the extensible net, the
required linkage strength depends upon the load-limiter level.
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Figure 23. Load Limiter Level vs. Cargo Displacement.
(Inextens ible linkage)

It can be seen that cargo displacement again is significantly affected
by modest changes in load-limiter level and in the same manner as
with the extensible net.
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DISCUSSION OF FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT CARGO RETENTION

SIMPLIFiED PULSE MODEL

A simplified pulse shape was assumed for the Caribou in the analysis of
the various cargo restraint concepts discussed. A concern may arise
as to the effect shape changes would have upon restraint system be-
havior. This has been investigated by means of computer simulation
using a representative restraint system and appropriately modified
input pulses from each of the three concepts discussed. Several

modified pulse shapes, along with the standard pulse, are shown in
Figure 24.

The effects of these modified pulse shapes upon cargo restraint system
behavior is displayed in the comparison table on page 37.

It is seen that apart from pulse shape (the reduction in pulse duration
with attendant increase in intensity) (F), no appreciable differences
in retention system behavior occur. The proposed simplified shape
is then a satisfactory model for design purposes. Also the inclusion i
of a "spike" superimposed upon the basic pulse shape (1) produces only
slight differences. For a design criterion pulse, however, it is I
perhaps desirable to include such a spike, as the latter could produce
serious effects upon a rigid restraint system of low ductility.

GENERAL COMPARISON OF CO' :CEPTS

Definite conclusions as to the ro,:ative suitability of the various design
concepts explored would be presnature. Selection of optimum materials,
hardware details, and practical arrangements are yet to be evolved.
It may be useful at this point, however, to indicate broad comparisons
based upon tentative assumptions as to available materials, hardware,
and possible practical arrangements.

For weight evaluation purposes, it is tentatively assumed that nylon has
approximately 3 times the strength-to -weight ratio of a suitable high-
strength steel, that hardware (exclusive of load limiters) is proportional
to the load requirements and wei.ghs approximately 6 times the nylon net
proper, and that load limiter hardware, when included, adds an additional
40 percent to the hardware weigit. From these assumptions the
following comparison table results for the more practical arrangements
among those investigated.
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TABLE !

COMPARISON OF EFFECTS OF PULSE SHAPES

Pulse Nylon Net Nylon Net Steel Net

Shape Without Load With 25G With !8G
Limiters Load Load

Limi tv.rs Li;nite, rs

(A) Max. Rel. Displ. (in.) 20.40 5 1. 02 9. 27

[ Stroke (in.) 0.0 32.16 9.27
Max. Cargo Accel. (g) 63.5 25 0 18.0

.3 Max. Net Extension (in.) 20.40 18.8 0.0

(B) Ma.. Rel Dispi. (in.) 22.62 54. 69 11.64

\ Stroke (in.) 0.0 35.77 11.64

Max. Cargo Accel. (g) 87.5 25.0 18.0
.2 Max. Net Extension (in. 22.62 18.8 0.0

(C) Max. Rel. Displ. (in.) 22.05 55.46 10.50

Stroke (in.) 0.0 36.40 10.50

Max. Cargo Accel. (g) 80.0 25.0 18.0
.3 Max. Net Extension (in.) 22.05 18.8 0.0

(D) Max. Re.. Displ. (in.) 18.98 42.99 7.91

/ Stroke (in.) 0.0 23.97 7.91

Max. Cargo Accel. (g) 51.0 25.0 18.0

.2 Max. Net Extensiorn (in.) 18.98 18.8 0.0
(E) Max. Rel. Displ. (in.) 17.95 32.74 6.31

U Stroke (in.) 0.0 13.69 6.3!

Max. Cargo Accel. (g) 43.7 25.0 18.0
.3 Max, Net Extension (in.) 17.95 18.8 3.0

(F) Max. Rel Displ. (in.) 25.12 84.36 40.15

Stroke (in.) 0.0 65.53 40.15

Max. Cargo Accel. (g) 118.0 25.0 18.0

.2 Max. Net Extension (in.) 25. 12 18.8 0.0

(G) Max, Rel. Displ. (in.) 20.13 43.75 1.94

Stroke (in.) 0.0 24.83 1.94

Max. Cargo Accel. (g) 61.0 25.0 18.0

.3 Max. Net Extension (in.) 20.13 18.8 0.0
(H) Max. Rel. Displ. (in.) 22.37 64.65 18.58

Stroke (in.) 0.0 45.82 18.58

Max. Cargo Accel. (g) 84.5 25.0 18.0
.2 Max. Net Extension tir.. )1  22.37 18.8 0.0

(I) Max. Rel. Displ. (in.) 21.58 52.88 11. 12

Stroke (in.) 0.0 34.01 11.12

Max. Cargo Accel. (g) 75.6 25.0 18.0

, Max, Net Extension U(n.) z1.58 18.8 0.0
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TABLE II
WEIGHTS AND DISPLACEMENTS FOR SELECTED RESTRAINT SYSTEMS*

Weights (lb.)
Restraint Limiter Displace-

System Net Hardware Hardware Total ment (inches)

160 KIP Nylon Net
without load limiters 9 58 0 67 20.4

107 KIP Nylon Net
with 25G load
limiters 6 37 15 58 51.0

I'nextensible Net
with 12G load
limiters 9 18 8 35 60.0

Inextensible N4..t
with 18G lcZd
limiters 14 27 12 53 9.3

*Estimated weights and displacements arebased on restrairing a 2600-
pound load when subjected to the simplified crash pulse previously
describd.

Caution should be used in interpreting the above comparison table as
material selection and weight -.ssumptions are based upon incomplete
design knowledge. The comparison does demonstrate, however, that
alternate design concepts are worthy of more detailed development.
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DISCUSSION OF ROTARY-WING CARGO RESTRAINT

A review of helicopter dro, ests designed to simulate typical helicopter
accidents (Ref. 1, 2, and shows the vertical acceleration, in general,
to be greater than twice the longitudinal acceleration during the princi-
pal impact. Thus, if a coefficient of friction between cargo and floor
were as great as .5, little or no cargo displacement would occur. The
presence of flight load cargo restraint would lend additional support
against cargo displacement during the crash sequence. Thus, there
is the strong possibility that flight load restraint, together with floor
friction, is sufficient :for crew protection during a typical survivable
helicopter crash. However, some uncertainties do exist. The vertical
and lbngitudinal accelerations may not be entirely synchronized. Also,
althc,.gh tests conducted so far have shown smaller longitudinal accel-
erations than vertical, a crash into softer terrain might admit greater
longitudinal forces from the plowing action. Finally, for stacked
cargo, tumbling action rather than sliding could occur with friction
offering little assistance. In view of these uncertainties, an experi-
mental program to confirm the adequa -y of flight load tiedown is
recommended.

If load limiters were employed, cargo displacement would be governed
by the input acceleration pulse and the load-limiter level (as with the
fixed-wing aircraft). Employing a load-limiter level at the flight load
requirement of 4G, ignoring assistance from floor friction and using
the longitudinal acceleration-time data from the H-25 helicopter crash
test (AvSER Test No. 1, Ref. 1), a compute: simulation leads to a
load-limiter stroke of 11. 7 inches. This appears to be acceptable and
would indicate that moderate load-limited cargo retention would prove
an adequate solution !o helicopter cargo tiedown. Verification by drop
tests and helicopter tests is considered desirable, with the strong
possibility that experimental evidence may even admit the reduced

quirement of only flight load restraint.
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p MATERIAL SELECTION AND DESIGN TECHNIQUES

An important aspect of cargo restraint design involves the selection of
suitable materials and hardware to provide effective cargo restraint
for a minimum cost in weight, Several observations and considerations
are offered here as a result of analyses and tests performed:

1. Nylon (also dacron) nets or straps possess a high strength-to-
weight ratio and as such would appear to be attractive restraint
material. The load-elongation curve for nylon, however, is non-
linear with increasing modulus. This leads to significant dynamic
overshoot which offsets the high ultimate strength of the nylon by
subjecting the systni to greater decelerative forces than direct
floor decelerations would produce. As noted earlier in the re-
port, the use of load limiters with a nylon-type restraint serves
only to exchange this higher strength requirement for large cargo
displacements. Space limitations may not admit such an exchange.

2. High-strength steel, although possessing a lower ultim'ate strength-
to-weight ratio than nylon, offers the distinct advantage of being
comparatively inextensible. Hence, dynamic overshoot is absent,
which results in lower strength requirements and/or smaller
cargo displacements when using load-limiter devices. Consider-
able promise is offered by recently developed ultra-high-strength
steels, with strength-to-weight ratios approaching those of the
synthetic fibers. The use of steel foil was explored as a possible
inextensible (yet flexible) membrane to restrain cargo. However,
the foil was found to be highly sensitive to edge effects or other
geometric discontinuities. Tearing was readily produced and
easily propagated.

Nets or restraint linkages employing high-strength steel wire or
high-strength cable offer most promise when used with load-
limiter devices.

3. The application of load limiters in attenuating the energy associated
with peak pulses has been demonstrated and discussed in this
report. The problem of efficient design of such devices still re-
mains.

Several alternate methods of inelastic energy absorption are
available for use in load limiters, four of which arc- listed below:
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a. Relative movement between surfaces with dry friction present.
b. Tearing action of tubes or thin plates.
c. Plastic deformation of a tube to change its diameter (a

drawing operation or a plastic expansion).
d. Flexural plastic stress reversals of a strap or wire.

The use of dry friction suffers from a lack of controlability which
is vital to a good load-limiter device. Either tearing action (b)
or one-time plastic deformation (c) would be less efficient (on a
per-weight basis) than plastic stress reversals (d), as the latter

employs the same deformable material for several repetitions of
energy dissipation action.

The stress-reversal technique is therefore to be preferred and may
be accomplished practically by pulling an interwovez- wire or strap
through holes in a plate or around fixed posts so as to cause alter-
nately plastic flexure and counter flexure.

4. In order to adapt a cargo restraint system to existing tiedown
points on the Caribou cargo floor, attention must be given to dis-
tributing the load equally to several tiedown points. One means
of accomplishing this for a load-limited system would be to employ
load limiters at each tiedown location. Thus, the load limiters
would perform two functions - attenuate peak pulse energy and
ensure equal distribution of force to tiedown points.

An alternative arrangement would employ a minimum of load
limiters in the main line of restraint force transmission together
with "load-equalizers" at each tiedown location. The load-
equalizer is similar to a load limiter except that it would be de-
signed for a much ',inaller stroke, as energy absorption is not the

purpose. The stroke would be sufficient to cause a redistribution
of force from an otherwise overloaded tiedown ring to other rings,
With this single function, load-equalizer devices could be made
much lighter than load limiters.

Further study and development of an integrated cargo system should
include an investigation of practical features of each of the arrange-
ments discussed above.
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APPENDIX I. CRASH PULSE SIMULATOR

The pulse simulation computer program is designed to devel1op a longitu-
dinal acceleration-time curve for a given aircraft under simnplif5ied
(and Idealized) accident conditions.

Z IOrgiall

Contact

NOMENCLATURE

x,y ... Coordint_.es of aircraft center of gravity from the x,y axis system

XY ... Coordinates of aircraft center of gravity from the original point
of contact

Z .. Crush distance of aircraft hull measured along the y axis

A ... The change in a quantity corresponding to an increment of time, a t

k ... Radius of gyration of the aircraft

0 *..Angle between the longitudinal axis of the aircraft and the plane
of contact

w*. Angular velocity,d

a 000Angular acceleration, i:1.
4t2
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... Coefficient of plowing

Vx  . Velocity of the center of gravity .n the x direction

Vy ... Velocity of the center of gravity in the y direction

V .0. Longitudinal velocity of the center of gravity

Ax ... Acceleration of the center of gravity in the x direction

Ay ... Acceleration of the center of gravity in the y direction

A .. Longitudinal acceleration of the center of gravity

m .. Mass of the aircraft

P_RA_ INPUT

The program accepts as inn-t:

Geometric contour constants ..... A19 A2 , A3 , A4# B19 B2 , B3 , B4

Structure. and ground resistance constants *.**. C , C2 9 C3 , C4 9,

D). D2 , D3 9 D49 F 1 , F2 , F3 9 F4

Coefficient-of-plowing constants ..... E E £2, E 39 E4

Impact velocity *.... V

Impact angle *.... 00

Tim increment .o... At

Radius of gyration ..... k

Miss of aircraft ..... m

PROGRAM OUTPUT

2For each time increment the following quantities are displayed: elapsed
time; longitudinal acceleration; X and Y components of acceleration,
velocity, and displacement; angular acceleration, velocity, and rotation.
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The geometric contour of 'the fuselage is expressed in terms of the angle 3.
Specifically, the coordinates (x,y) of the aircraft center of gravity with
respect to a contour axis system shown (Y.-axis tangential to the contour)
are assumed to be polynomials in 8:

x z A1 + A2 8 + A3 e2 + A4 03

y = B1 + B2 6 + B3e2 + B e3

Forces acting upon the aircraft in the x and y directions are determined
by the interference of the original contour with the ground surface
(implying both penetration of soil and crushing of aircraft structure).
A nonlinear relationship is assumed for penetration and a linear rela-
ti-onship for a spring-back phase. Thus, the acceleration components for
penetration are:

Ay z HIZ + H2Z2,

Ax x VAy,

and for the spring-back phase the acceleration increment is:

4y z H3 AZ.

The resistance constants H1, H2, and H3, as well as the coefficient of
plowing, u are functions of the angle 8:

H1  2 C1 + C2 0 + C382 + c40 3

H2 = D1 + D2 6 + D3 e2 + D4 e3

H F1 • FOe •FO2 • re3

H3 zF1 +F2 a+F3 e2+r4

u E1  £28 + E3 e2  E 4e3.

Numeric integration is performed for each time increment to obtain
velocities and displacements (for both translational and rotational
motions), thus:
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( READj7INPUT

______________COMPUTE x, yo va

- AS FUNCTIONS OF 0J

INCREMENT V, Vy

PRIN "SRIA IT Y > E RN UMR

LIFIT EXCEEDD" OMUT

END R f

Figure 25 *General Flow Chart for Crash Pulse Simulation.
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READ

__________________ CQMPUTE x. y, i
- -ASIFUCTIONS OF 0

INCREMENT Vx V,,,

NO-_ IF PRINTYE SUMMARY

COMPUTE Hit H2  F COMPUTE H3EN

COMPUTE z INCREMENT A.

CONPUTE Ay UPDATE Z

IF z ExCEEs N COMPUTE
SURVIVABILITY LIMIT NOA

YES COMPUTE

PRINT "SURVIVABILITY
LIMIT EXCEEDED"

END PITOTU

Figure 25 *General Flow Chart for Crash Pulse Simlation.
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APPENDIX II. DROP TEST SETUP

TEST APPARATUS

The drop test equipment is shown in Figure 26. The descriptions of the
various items are as follows:

EQUIPMENT WEIGHTS,

Drop Frame r 3301b l

Intermediate Slide Frame . . , . , 35 lb

Simulated Cargo Weight. . . . . . . 155 lb

Total. , . . . . . . . . , , , , * * 520 lb

LOAD LIMITERS

See sketch ..... load-limiter detail. (G-ievel regulated by hold spacing.)

CARGO RELEASE

See sketch ..... cargo release detail.

Cargo releases at 200-lb force.

HOLDDOWN CABLE

Small cables suspended over cargo to limit slack during free fall.

HONEYCOMB PAD

No. blocks per test.... . . . 5

Block Dimensions

Thickness# . . . . . . . . . , 3 in.

Area .... • • • . . 216 sq. in.

Type . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3/8 in. cell, nonimpregnated
paper honeycomb

Manufacturer. • • . • • • • • Hexcell
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NOTE: Prior to each test, the top and bottom blocks were precrushed
approximately 1/4 in.

INSTRUMENTATION

Cage Accelerometer . . . . . . . . . + 200 G, No. A5-200-350
'§tatham Instruments Corp.

Cargo Accelerometer . . . . . . . . + 50 G, No. A5-50-350
Statham Instruments Corp.

Oscillograph .... .... No. 5-124
Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp*

CAMERA

Type . . . . . . , . . . Photo-Sonics 1-B, 16mm

Frame Rate.... ..... . . . Approximately 500 fps

Manufacturer . a , . . . . . . . Photo-Sonics, Inc.

TEST PROCEDURE

1. The load limiters (or rigid linkages) (5) appropriate for the test
were placed into position shown in sketch.

2. The simulated cargo weight (3) was raised into position and was
supported by a cable (12).

3. The net (4) to be tested was positioned in the slide frame (2).

4. Hold doun cables (9) were placed over the cargo to prevent the support
cable (12) from becoming slack during free fall,

5, The top and bottom blocks of the honeycomb pad were precrushed and
the pad (10) was centered under the drop frame base.

6. The test apparatus %cz raised to a predetermined height above the
honeycomb pad.

7. The accelerometer output signal was calibrated and the oscillograph
paper speed was set to 64 in. par second.

8, When the high-speed recording camera was brought up to speed, the
electric rel6as, hook witas actuated, allowing the drop test to proceed.
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12

12

CARGO RELEASE
DETAIL

LOAD LIMITER
DETAIL

/L 3j

DROP ASSEMBLY

1. DROP FRAME
2. INTERMEDIATE SLIDE FRAME
3. CARGO
4. NET
5. LOAD LIMITER
6. CARGO RELEASE
7. CARGO ACCELEROMETER
8. CAGE ACCELEROMETER
9. HOLD DOWN CABLE

10. PAPER HONEYCOMB PAD
11. HONEYCOMB CUSHION MATERIAL
12. CARGO SUPPORT CABLE AND RELEASE
NOT SHOWN: HIGH-SPEED CAMERA

ELECTRICALLY CONTROLLED RELEASE HOOK
RECORDING OSCILLOG"APH

Figure 26. Drop Test Setup.
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,%P?ENDIX III. CARGO RESTRAINT SYSTEM SIMULATOR

The computer program' to simulate cargo restraint system~s is designed to
obtain the dynamic response of a cargo retention system to an applied
aircraft acceleration pulse.

NOMENLATUR

Dislacmen of- ai Lrf cag lo

*.* Displacement of arf cargo flo

A*BC . Elastic constants for (nonlinear) net

6 Deflection of cargo net

Fn * Force upon cargo net

VF... Velocity of cargo

VC Velocity of cargo

A .Fse Acceleration of cargo floor

AC*. Acceleration of cargo
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S ... Stroke of load limiter

t ... Tie (from beginning of pulse)

tsla . Slack time, i.a., tire for cargo to achieve contact with net

At ... Time increment

mc .o Cargo mass

INPUT

The program accepts as input:

Force-displacement constants for extensible net (if applicable) ABC

Weight of cargo W

Load-limiter level GL

Impact velocity V

Cargo "Slack time" tslack

Acceleration of aircraft at time t i  Gi I 2 lN

Indicator for inextensible net (if applicable)

OUTPUT

The program output includes floor displacement, limiter stroke, cargo
displacement, aircraft velocity, cargo velocity, and aircraft acceleration
at regular time intervals.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND RELATIONSHIPS EMPLOYED

Referring to the foregoing (sketch and nomenclature), the force required
to deflect the nonlinear net on amount 8 is expressable as a cub*c in St

Fn 2 A6 + B6" + C63 .

Then for the cargo mass mc the consequent acceleration is:

Ac  x -n

The cargo floor acceleration is obtainable by maams of interpolation from
input acceleration time data.
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Finite difference integration may be employed to increment velocities:

V F VF + AFAt

V VCi V C + AC At.

Displacement in turn may be incremented by finite differences:

|,x xF t~ Vi At
it Xi V~

XC t, Xci + VciAt*

The stroke of load limiters is incremented only when the load-limiter
siip load is reached. Then the increment in stroke is obtained from
the relative velocity between the cargo and floor:

Si+1  = Si  (Vci VFi )At.

I 5

*{
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INCREMENT LO

x XL =XF

ICREKENT

IF t>tslck N INEENT

Fi ur 7. G ne a Flo Cha t or argo R e t Nty t S m l t r
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